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Most SMBs
have this stack

It’s relatively inexpensive
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All Enterprises have this stack
…but it’s expensive and

requires scarce security talent
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SBM’s can’t have this stack
It’s expensive and

requires scarce security talent
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Unfortunatly for Regulated SMBs
39% have to have this stack

HIPAA, PCI-DSS, NIST 800-171,
23 NYCRR 500, GLBA etc…

So what are they supposed to do?
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What if this entire stack was
Easy to install

Easy to use
Inexpensive

and provided as a service?
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Welcome to NetWatcher®



What is…

NetWatcher® “Managed Detection & Response”
.

✓You deploy Sensors &/or Endpoints
✓Sensor(s) (hardware or VM) sit on the inside of customers network and listens for anomalies… (IDS, 

Netflow, SIEM, Scanner).  Sensors are not  inline.

✓Endpoint agent (HIDS, Logs, Sensor-in-Cloud VPN/IDS)

✓Sensors/Endpoints send indicators of compromise (events) over a secure 
VPN to the cloud

✓Automated (cloud) “hunting” for creating Actionable Threat Intelligence 
Alarms about poor security hygiene, vulnerabilities, active exploits and 
malware

✓Delivered as a multi-tenant service

✓Backstopped by a team of SOC analysts that become YOUR SOC!



What is…

The Value of NetWatcher
.

✓Enterprise security provided at a fraction of the price of legacy providers

✓Support for security compliance line items that are costly and difficult to 
deploy and manage

✓Access to enterprise security analysts working your issues

✓Easy to understand portal with alerting/reporting for exploits and hygiene 
issues that will cause you to be exploited.
✓Remediation guidance

✓Access to additional support



Customer Portal Dashboard
On the customer portal dashboard you will 

find 2 scores that change as the security 

situational awareness picture of the 

customer changes.   Both scores are out of 

100 (the best you can get).

The Cyber Health Score - This score helps 

you understand how bad your organization 

is compromised today.

Cyber Promiscuity Score(TM) - This score 

helps you understand how much the activity 

going on in your organization today expose 

you to future compromise.

If you click on an item in the Executive 

Dashboard Widget you will be taken directly 

to that alarm.



Dashboard - Widgets

There are many widgets that you can 

install onto the dashboard.  Some of those 

include:

1. Score over time

2. Risky Software running on the network

3. Vulnerable Software running on the 

network

4. Clear text info being sent over the 

internet

5. Events by country



Alarm “Security” = Malware / Exploit

Each Alarm has an easy to understand 

description and recommendation written for 

the IT helpdesk.

If the users account is setup as an 

‘intermediate’ profile (ie. More technical) 

then you can also see what events the 

correlation engine used to determine an 

alarm was necessary.

The User can also create a ticket on the 

event to work with their partner (MSP) or the 

NetWatcher SOC team (direct customer).

There is also a comment field that is date 

and timestamped that HIPAA security rule 

users can leverage to document how the 

alarm was remediated.

MSP Partners can get this 

same detail sent to 

ConnectWise.

Users can also receive 

Alarms via SMS and email.



Alarm “Policy” “Scans” “Hygiene”

Policy alarms are related to users visiting 

sites that are not appropriate such as 

pornography and online gambling…

Scan alarms are when a bad actor is doing 

reconnaissance on the organization 

(example: someone running Metasploit on 

internal assets.

Hygiene alarms are when a user is doing 

something that opens the organization up 

for exploit.

An alarm is only created 1 time per asset 

per alarm type to ensure alarm fatigue is not 

an issue.  The alarm is then aged over a 2 

week period and closed if it is not seen 

again.

Alarm ‘triggers’ can 

be created to 

forward alarms 

based on search 

query via SMS and 

email.



Reports – Compliance as a Service

Reports can be created across any of the 

data in the system (events, alarms, assets, 

tickets etc..) 

Reoccurring Reports can be created and 

sent via email and also stored for future 

download by users and auditors.

Download as PDF or CSV.



NetWatcher Endpoint
The NetAgent for Linux/Windows (and soon 

MAC) provides the organization with a “health” 

and “promiscuity” score per asset so it is easy 

to see the trouble spots in the organization that 

may need additional cyber training.

The HIDS module enable File Integrity 

Monitoring, Rootkit checks and Process 

monitoring via OSSEC and the Wazuh ruleset.

The LOGS module pushes the operating 

system logs to the sensor for additional 

correlation.

The Sensor-in-the-Cloud module allows 

administrators to track corporate assets event 

when they are not on the network.  This opens 

a secure VPN and leverage a sensor hosted in 

the NetWatcher Cloud.



NetWatcher Endpoint Detail

The NetAgent also provides detail on the 

operating system and hardware detail as well 

asl all the software corresponding components 

as well as versions, install / uninstall location.

All software detail can also be used for 

correlation purposes.



NetWatcher SYSLOG Ingestion

NetWatcher can also ingest SYSLOGs from 

hardware devices such as a firewall for 

correlation purposes.



NetWatcher Vulnerability Scanner

NetWatcher can easily create reoccurring 

vulnerability scans that can be used for PCI-

DSS internal scans.

Users can schedule reoccurring scans or run 

one – time scans of specific assets.



NetWatcher Vulnerability Scanner

Once scans are run events are produced that 

line up with CSV priorities (low, med, high).

Users can report on all vulnerabilities or that 

can work the issues from top to bottom.

The NetWatcher cloud correlation service uses 

the vulnerability events as just another data 

source.



NetWatcher Accounts and Alerts

Customer Portal “Contacts” can be setup with 

different profiles (basic/intermediate) and can 

be configured to have alarms pushed to them 

as emails or SMS messages. 

Contacts can also have the score sent to them 

via email.

A great way to setup a customer is for the 

management to get the score and reports sent 

to them weekly and to have alarms sent 

directly to the IT helpdesk or MSP for 

remediation. 



NetWatcher Advanced

The advanced tab is for customers that have 

technical people that understand security and 

want access to the event detail that gets 

correlated to produce actionable threat 

intelligence “alarms”.

Users can create any query on the (NIDS, 

HIDS, LOGS, Products and Vulnerability 

Scanning data) and turn it into either a report 

or a tripwire that can send an email or SMS if 

tripped.  

Charts can also be created easily based on 

the query.



NetWatcher Advanced – Event Detail 1 of 2

Digging into an event allows the user to get at 

the details of what external IP the internal 

asset is communicating with… What country 

it’s in… What Port, Hostname etc.. When did 

the session start and end… What does the 

header look like… 

Download the packet (pcap) into Wireshark. 



NetWatcher Advanced – Event Detail 2 of 2

What rule tripped the event…

What Netflow analytics for the session are 

associated with the event…

What other events have occurred on this asset 

within an hour, day, week and month…



Support

NetWatcher has a ticketing engine that end 

users can use to communicate with their MSP 

or NetWatcher support (direct account).

Ticketing is recorded for monetization 

purposes.  Currently NetWatcher charges 37 

dollars a ticket.



https://netwatcher.com


